State of the College

Monarchs topple Tribe

The College’s poor-shooting second half and weak
rebounding lead to a 72-59 loss to ODU.
See men’s basketball page 10

College President Gene Nichol will deliver the second annual
State of the College address tonight in the University Center
Commonwealth Auditorium at 5 p.m. It is open to the public.
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The sex The thorn in Nichol’s side
show a
W
go-go
President under review

An in-depth look at one of Gene Nichol’s most outspoken and infamous critics
By JEFF DOOLEY
Flat Hat Sports Editor

Nichol grants venue for Sex
Workers’ Art Show; Powell
vows to develop content policy
By ALEX GUILLÉN
Flat Hat Assoc. News Editor

College President Gene Nichol announced yesterday that he will not prevent the Sex Workers’ Art
Show from appearing on campus.
“The president does not generally review requests
for campus space for specific student events —
that is usually delegated
to Student Activities,”
College
spokesman
Brian Whitson said in an
e-mail. “However, given
the amount of interest
and questions expressed
about this performance,
the president wanted to
review thoroughly and
discuss with the student
sponsors before [the]
announcement.”
In a statement released
yesterday, Nichol said
sexworkersartshow.COM
that he met with orgaSex worker Kirk Jantzen nizers of the show in an
attempt to move the show to an off-campus location.
The organizers, however, insisted that it remain on
campus.
The president stressed that he does not agree with
the show’s content.
“Like many on campus and beyond, I wish that the
show were not coming to the College,” he said.
Nichol, a former constitutional lawyer, added he
could not censor a show because of its content.
“The First Amendment and the defining traditions
of openness that sustain universities are hallmarks of
academic inquiry and freedom. It is the speech we
disdain that often puts these principles to the test,”
he said. “The College of William [and] Mary will not

hile his memory of it all is now a little
fuzzy, Jim Jones ’82 can still recall the
time over 25 years ago when he and his
fellow College undergrads stopped the football stadium from being expanded.
In true rebellious fashion, Jones and the rest of the
protesters did everything they could to stop a new
renovation planned for the stadium that would have
put the seating capacity at 30,000.
They came out strong against the idea in the face
of strong alumni approval dubbing the College’s
Board of Visitors the “Board of Tourists,” and even
writing the song “Let’s Expand the Stadium for
Christmas,” playing the tune frequently on campus
radio station WCWM.
“We protested like hell and stopped it,” Jones
said. “We scared off the donor …. [Back then] I
didn’t care what the alumni thought.”
Jones now finds himself in a definitively opposite position — as the spokesperson for
ShouldNicholBeRenewed.org, the highly secretive,
loosely organized group of alumni and students
that is doing everything possible to persuade the
BOV not to renew College President Gene Nichol’s
contract.
Jones came into the position after taking notice
of Nichol’s actions
when the president
made the decision to remove
the cross from
permanent
display
in
the
Wren
Chapel.
“That

See sex show page 4
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While at the College, Should Nichol Be Renewed spokesperson Jim Jones ’82 was an active protestor,
preventing the renovation of the football stadium. Today, he leads the anti-Nichol movement.

was what got me paying attention,” Jones said.
“My opposition to the cross removal was based not
on religion, but it was based on […] the unilateral
nature of the decision and the [wording], which I felt
from day one highly politicized the situation.”
Jones was not alone in being upset over the
cross’s removal. Many alumni disapproved of the
decision, and SavetheWrenCross.org was formed.
Jones became an active member in this organization, writing op-ed pieces against the removal of the
cross, but said he was by no means the leader of the
group.
In the months following the cross’s removal,
and even after a compromise had been reached
that returned the cross to the chapel in a glass case,
many members of SavetheWrenCross.org began
to look more closely into Nichol’s background
and actions. This scrutiny led to the creation of
ShouldNicholBeRenewed.org.
“[The removal of the Wren cross] was the great
awakening for people,” Jones said.
Jones maintains that his new organization is not
merely SavetheWrenCross.org under a new name,
but rather a group created as a result of the cross
decision, a decision that caused him and his fellow group members to pay more attention to

Nichol’s leadership. They did not start the group
with the intention of getting rid of Nichol, but rather
to explore the situation more closely.
“In the beginning, we were seriously interested
in asking the question of whether he should be
renewed,” Jones said.
Todd Skiles ’92 purchased the URL for the
website. A self-labeled Democrat, Skiles said he had
some concerns about some of Nichol’s decisionmaking, but that he wanted to address the situation
with civility.
“I initially signed on to be part of what I thought
would be kind of an Oxford-style debate. I had some
questions, but I wanted to actually ask questions,”
Skiles said. “From there I think things began to kind
of polarize and a lot of us who were sort of in the
middle range started to drop out of the discussion.”
This polarization included accusations from the
pro-Nichol side that SNBR was largely a conservative group that was politically motivated against the
progressive, liberal ideology of Nichol (Jones counters that his organization contains “everybody of
every stripe, from violent right wingers to left wing
atheists”). Those who opposed Nichol’s renewal
See jones page 3

Ivies take lead on student aid Bill targets
BOV process
Study finds that the average graduate debt for the College exceeds $14,000

By MAXIM LOTT
Flat Hat Deputy News Editor

For many students whose families earn up to $180,000 per year,
Harvard University is now cheaper
than the College.
Harvard unveiled a new financial aid plan last month under
which a family making less than
$180,000 a year would be eligible.
Families earning less than $60,000
per year will pay nothing.
Since then, other Ivy League
schools have unveiled competing
plans. Yale University announced
a new aid plan Jan. 14 that will be
funded by the school’s endowment.
The plan also gives financial aid to
students with family incomes of
under $200,000, according to the
Associated Press. At both universities, tuition will be free for any
student with a family income of
under $60,000.
The new financial aid offerings
raise questions about whether the
College will respond.

Inside

“Through the implementation
of our Gateway program, we have
made significant strides in reducing the loan commitment of our
highest-need students,” Ed Irish,
director of student financial aid at
the College, said. “Nonetheless,
we, along with all but a handful of
other colleges and universities, do
not currently have the aid resources to compete with Harvard’s new

Police Beat, page 2

policy.”
The College determines aid
using the standard federal financial
aid formula. Almost 60 percent
of the freshman class applied for
financial aid, and slightly less than
half of those were determined to
be eligible based on the federal
guidelines. The College then met
84 percent of the identified need.
Many students at the College

have to take out loans, and the
average debt after graduation at
the College is $14,770, according
to The College Board. At Harvard,
the average debt is $9,717, while
at Yale it is $14,306. Both numbers
are expected to go down following
the new aid plans.
Thanks to greater resources,
some private schools use more
charitable financial aid formulas.
“[Harvard’s new] formula is
less of a burden on the family
than the federal formula, or the
adjusted formula that is used by
some other privates,” economics
Professor Robert Archibald, who
teaches a seminar on the economics of higher education, said.
Harvard economics Professor
Gregory Mankiw said that these
generous financial aid plans allow
colleges to charge based on ability
to pay.
“The list price is set high, and
then many customers are offered a

Source: college board — graphic by maxim lott
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See debt page 4

Delegate wants
alumni to choose
College BOV
By SARAH OWERMOHLE
Flat Hat Staff Writer
According to Del. Robert G.
Marshall (R-Prince William),
there are more problems with
the governance of the College
than with all other state schools
combined.
Marshall has proposed a bill
to the state House of Delegates
calling for a majority of the
Board of Visitors to be elected
by alumni, as opposed to being
appointed by the governor.
Acting upon numerous complaints from alumni in the state,
Marshall has proposed this bill
as “a long-range effort to amend

Confusion Corner, page 8

paralysis in the current Board of
Visitors.
“Alumni love William and
Mary first and foremost …
they are in the best position
to care for
the school,”
Marshall said.
He
argues
that the current system
could amount
to
simply DELEGATEBOB.COM
Del. Marshall
rewarding
political supporters of the governor.
“We need to find a system
that does not depend on wealth
and political connections but on
people who benefited from the
training of William and Mary,”
Marshall said.
However, according to

Sudoku, page 8

See Marshall page 4
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A study by the Alumni
Association at the College
showed that a surprising number
of College graduates went on to
study at Columbia University
for a teaching degree. Columbia
accepted 23 College graduates
from 1927 to 1931.
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Corrections
In last Friday’s news article, “Senate fails to override Pilchen’s veto on Speech Act,” The Flat Hat reported
that the Gene Nichol Referendum Act was sponsored by Alex Kyrios ’09. The act was also co-sponsored by
Michael Douglass ’11.
In last Friday’s news article, “Student faces $5,000 embezzlement charge,” William McClain ’08 was incorrectly cited as the vice president of the College’s Beta Theta Pi fraternity. He is the former vice president
and was also listed incorrectly as current vice president on the fraternity’s website.

Weather
Tuesday

High 61
Low 52

Wednesday

Thursday

High 54
Low 33

High 51
Low 41

Source: www.weather.com

“

Quote of the Week
People who are close to Nichol, even ...
And some who are just close to the
College.

— Jim Jones ’82, spokesperson for ShouldNicholbeRenewed.com, on how he gets information about the College.
		
See Thorn page 1

News in Brief

—Wikipedia commons

Sen. Grassley (left) and Senator Bacus (right) are concerned with increasing endowments at several colleges.

”

The Financial Times ranks business school 71st in world
The Financial Times recently ranked the College’s Mason School of
Business 71st among all business schools internationally, a jump of eight
spots compared to last year’s overall ranking. The school rose to the rank
of 40th best business school in the nation due to a 124 percent increase in
the average Mason graduate’s salary.
The Financial Times determines a school’s strength yearly using three
criteria in their rankings: the purchasing power of the school in the marketplace, diversity of experience and the research qualities of the school.
The school’s faculty research rank also jumped seven positions to
become 63rd in the world. Among U.S. schools, the College’s business
school was among the five most improved schools in this category.

U.S. Senate investigates college endowments

Financial practices of colleges concern for Finance Committee
By Alisan VanFleet
Flat Hat Staff Writer

Intrigued by recent rankings
of college endowments by the
National Association of College
and University Business Officers,
the U.S. Senate Finance Committee sent a letter to the 136 colleges in the nation with the largest
endowments seeking explanation
on their financial practices.
The College, which has the
129th largest endowment in the
nation, is also expecting a letter
in the near future.
The chief concern of Senators Max Baucus (D- Mont.) and
Charles Grassley (R- Iowa) is the
study’s discovery that while endowment growth for many higher-level institutions continues in
the double-digit percentages, the
average college spends only 4.6
percent of its endowment annually. The senators raised the
question of whether more of the
endowment fund should provide

financial aid to needy students.
“Tuition has gone up, college
presidents’ salaries have gone
up and endowments continue to
go up,” Sen. Grassley said. “We
need to start seeing tuition relief
for families go up just as fast.”
Among the various requests
made in the letter, Congress has
asked universities to provide information regarding the total cost
of undergraduate tuition and an
explanation of how endowment
payouts of below 5 percent meet
the needs of a student body.
The letter expressed the senators’ hope to give colleges a
chance to “describe what they’re
doing to help students,” according to Grassley.
“More information will help
Congress make informed decisions about a potential pay-out
requirement and allow universities to show what they can accomplish on their own initiative,”
Grassley explained.
Lynne Munson, of the Cen-

ter for College Affordability and
Productivity, notes that all taxpayers have a right to know how
college funds are spent.
“It is necessary because ... universities routinely refuse to share
endowment spending information with the public,” she said.
However, frustration remains
with members of the American
Council on Education, a group
that represents the interests of
higher-level institutions.
“We have tried everything to
provide them with the information they need to understand what
endowments can and can’t do
to expand access,” Becky Timmons, vice president for government relations at the ACE, said.
She stated that the fact that
Congress is only focusing on 136
of the most wealthy and unrepresentative institutions in the United States is a large concern.

For more information about
the effects of the policy on the
College, see page 4.

A study on college cheating
reported that over 40 percent of
college students cheat habitually
on finals. Another statistic,
published in the American
Sociological Review, reported
that 66 percent of students would
not report the cheater if he or she
were a personal friend.

1976

Using the Clapp-Jordan
formula, which evaluates the
number of books a library
should have based on the
number of students and faculty
in a school, the state decreased
funding for Earl Gregg Swem
Library by as much as 50
percent. At the time, Swem
contained 600,000 volumes,
while the Clapp-Jordan formula
said that the number should be
300,000.

1996

Concerns expressed by
residents of Cabell Hall in the
Randolph Complex prompted
the College to determine
whether or not the dorm was
structurally sound. Students
were not allowed in the building
until soil samples could be
taken.
— compiled by Isshin Teshima
and Sarah Hays

Street Beat

What do you do to procrastinate from your schoolwork?

SEAC partners with Focus the Nation in national teach-in
Friday, Jan. 31, the Student Environmental Action Coalition will
be partner with environmental group Focus the Nation in a nationwide
teach-in involving over 1,550 institutions around the country.
Focus the Nation, a group focused on raising awareness about steps
to combat global climate change, has been organizing a national awareness day during which educational institutions, places of worship, civic
organizations and businesses can take part in educating themselves about
staying green.
At the College, the teach-in will take place with a series of three discussions with several leading experts in climate change. This event will
take place at 2 p.m. Jan. 31 in the UC Commonwealth Auditorium.
— By Isshin Teshima

By the Numbers

80 percent

The proportion of the world’s almonds that are grown in California.

Wow … where to start. Facebook
and AIM; pure evil.

Procrastinate? I’ll get back to
you on that….

Jon Greenspan ’11

Charlie Heyer ’11

80 percent

City Police Beat

Jan. 18 to Jan. 24
Friday, Jan. 18 –– A white
male was arrested on the 1200
block of Richmond Road for be1
ing drunk in public.
–– A white male was arrested
on the 1200 block of Richmond
Road for driving under the influence for the second time and for

1
hitting a speed limit sign.
Saturday, Jan. 19 ––A white
male was arrested on the 800
block of Capitol Landing Road
for driving while intoxicated. 2
–– A white male was arrested on the 400 block of Prince
George Street for stealing $200

1
2

The proportion of U.S. manufacturers who say they have a shortage of
skilled workers, according to a survey by the National Association of
Manufacturers.

27 percent

The proportion by which a snail would have beat the speed of the Polish
postal service in delivering one man’s letter, according to Reuters
News.
— by Maxim Lott

Yared Gebregzi ’11

Sleep.

Katherine Perkins ’11
— photos and interviews by John Kelly

1 in 10,000
The proportion of clovers that have four leaves due to a genetic
mutation.

Pick my fro, yo.
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3
in cash.
Sunday, Jan. 20 —A white
male was arrested on the 800
block of Capitol Landing Road
for DUI and possession of marijuana.
2
–– A suspect stole a laundry
bag from a vehicle parked on the
200 block of Harrison Avenue.
4
The suspect is still at large.
–– A male was arrested on
the 200 block of Thomas Nelson
Lane for domestic assault. No in5
juries were sustained.
–– A car was keyed at the intersection of Prince George Street
3
and North Henry Street.
–– A white male was arrested
on the 200 block of Merrimac
Trail for driving with a suspend6
ed license.
Monday, Jan. 21 ––A black
male was arrested on the 900
block of Capitol Landing Road
for stealing a bottle of Thunderbird alcohol.
2
–– A black female and male
were arrested on the 400 block
of Armistead Avenue for assault
and battery. The male was also
charged with his second DUI.
The female sustained a knockedout tooth and the male sustained

7
a scrape and bruises.
Tuesday, Jan. 22 — A black
male was arrested on the 1600
block of Richmond Road for unauthorized use of a vehicle. 1
Wednesday, Jan. 23 –– A
white female was arrested on
the 100 block of Longhill Road
for DUI and possession of marijuana. A white male at the scene
was also arrested for possession
5
of marijuana.
Thursday, Jan. 24 ––A Hispanic male was arrested on the
5000 block of Richmond Road
1
for being drunk in public.
–– A Hispanic male was arrested on the 300 block of Richmond Road for his second DUI
offense, possession of cocaine,
and marijuana and driving against
8
restrictions on his license.
–– A white female was arrested on the 500 block of Richmond Road for DUI, underage
possession of alcohol and hitting
a street sign.
4
–– A black male was arrested
on the 100 block of Second Street
for driving with a suspended li9
cense.

— Compiled by Sarah Hays
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Alumnus Jim Jones ’82 leads crusade against Nichol
jones from page 1
fired back that Nichol supporters only
stood behind the president for emotional
reasons or their own liberal ideologies
(Jones said he believes that the only reason the student body has not yet turned on
Nichol is because the majority of students’
political leanings are liberal).
One incident that polarized the debate
came when SNBR chose to include a link
to the Lipscomb Report on its website.
The report, authored by journalist Thomas Lipscomb ’61, contained information
considered by SNBR to be valuable to the
debate, but also contained some personal
comments about Nichol, including mentions of his weight. Many deemed this an
ad hominem attack against the president
that has no relevance in the debate over his
job performance.
“That’s when I withdrew from the discussion,” Skiles said. “Mr. Lipscomb and I
respectfully disagree, to put it politely.”
Jones said that he and the other group
members grappled with the decision to put
the report up on the website. Jones said
he even contacted Lipscomb to see if he
could edit out the portions of the report
that mentioned Nichol’s weight and other
personal comments. However, Lipscomb
told him he could either display the report
in its entirety or not at all, and threatened
to sue Jones if he were to edit anything out.
Tom Fitzpatrick ’04, a first-year law student and active member in IHeartNichol.
com, a website supporting Nichol, has a
different opinion on the matter.
“I think [keeping the Lipscomb Report
on the website] is a clever way to disguise
an attack against the president, by claiming that it’s an independent resource or an
independent paper and then having it as a
fundamental front page of your website,”
Fitzpatrick said. “Don’t make an attack
and then hide behind an excuse that it is an
independent source.”
Linda Skladany ’66, a BOV member from 1994 to 1998 and a member of
SNBR, has high praise for the way Jones
has acted as spokesperson.
“I think he has done a magnificent
job,” Skladany said. She mentioned that
she would like to nominate Jones for the
alumni medallion because of the work he
has done with SNBR.

The group itself consists of approximately 60 members, mostly alumni, but
also a few students. It operates very loosely — through mailing lists — and features
an eight-member advisory board. Membership in the group is largely secretive, as
Jones says that people fear going public for
a variety of reasons. Some have children
who are current students, some have sensitive jobs and some stay secretive because
of attacks they have received in the past
regarding their opinions of Nichol. Both
Jones and Skladany insist that they are
taking active roles in this debate because
of their dedication to the school.
“We love the College more than anything in the world,” Jones said. “We want
the College to be the kind of school that we
can all be proud of, that we can all love.”
The membership of the eight advisory
board members is largely secretive as
well, although Jones acknowledged that
he, Skladany and Andrew McRoberts ’87
are three of its members.
There are no current BOV members involved with the organization, Jones said,
nor are there any administration officials.
Jones did acknowledge that many individuals — including some important figures — privately pass along information
to him.
“People who are close to Nichol, even,”
Jones said. “And some who are just close
to the College.”
Jones became spokesperson for the
group with little fanfare. After Skiles
launched the website without giving the
rest of the organization advanced warning,
several members of the press came calling.
Jones was selected to speak with them,
and thus assumed the role of spokesperson
from that point forward.
Because he is the most public member
of the group, Jones has become the name
most associated with SNBR. This association has brought him some angry comments from some on the pro-Nichol side
of the debate, and he frequently engages
in message board banter on The Flat Hat
website.
“I’ve been called everything,” Jones
said, mentioning that “socially-regressive
Neanderthal” is one of the labels he has
earned. “It hasn’t been fun, either.”
For any of his message board opponents who may be expecting the man to

COURTESY PHOTOS — JIM JONES

Pictured here during the last semester of his senior year at the College, Jones frequented the Green Leafe with friends after working at the King’s Arms Tavern.

wear attire fitting a caveman, Jones disappoints. He arrives at the interview for this
article wearing blue jeans and a burgundy
sweater that evokes more of a combination
Bob Villa / Mr. Rogers look than it does
Fred Flintstone. Quickly nixing the seating
accommodations of a wooden table and
chairs, he moves the interview over to a
pair of plush green armchairs in the corner
of a Falls Church, Va. Starbucks, swinging
his legs over one of the chair’s arms.
“He is just a caring, down-to-earth person,” said Jones’ wife, who asked not to
be named due to security issues involving
her job. “He’s very loving, very silly at
times.”
Jones’s wife added that he likes to
watch cartoons, “Kim Possible” being his
favorite. She also described him as a “phenomenal” piano player. Jones maintains
that while he is a moderate Republican, he
is hardly a social conservative.
Jones, who works as a Vice President
for SRA International, a government consulting firm, estimates that he spent hours
every day from July through October of
last year working on things for SNBR.
The added workload has caused him a tremendous amount of stress, he said, and has
made things difficult for him at home.
“My wife has been extremely unhappy
about all this,” he said.
He chose not to attend his 25th reunion
at the College last year, knowing that some
of his classmates objected to the work he
was doing with SNBR. He did not return
to Williamsburg for last year’s homecoming festivities for the same reason.

“I just feel like anyone else who argues
for change feels,” Jones said. “If people
don’t like me for it I’m just going to have
to live with it.”
Jones and SNBR were particularly active in the recent controversy over Nichol’s knowledge of the $12 million pledge
revoked by donor James McGlothlin ’62.
Jones provided The Flat Hat throughout
the controversy with the same information that he had presented to the BOV,
choosing not to give the information to
professional local newspapers like The
Daily Press and The Virginia Gazette.
“I felt like it was much more important [for the students] to look into this
themselves and to make some kind of
a report on what we found out,” Jones
said. “I felt like it had to be students who
looked into Mr. Nichol, not anybody
else.”
Jones even went as far as urging The
Flat Hat to call for Nichol’s resignation
after the College released the e-mail correspondence between former College
President Tim Sullivan ’66 and Nichol,
revealing, in Jones’ opinion, conclusive
evidence that Nichol knowingly misled
the College community about what he
knew regarding McGlothlin’s revoking
of a $12 million pledge. The Flat Hat did
not call for Nichol’s resignation. Jones
has no doubt that Nichol lied about his
knowledge of the pledge.
“He knew,” Jones said. “He knew
exactly what donation was meant. And
he also knew that it had never been
closed.”

Jones said that SNBR is more or less
“dormant” now, and will shut down following the BOV’s decision on Nichol’s
contract renewal, regardless of whether
or not Nichol is renewed. Jones believes
that the BOV will not renew Nichol’s
contract. He also thinks that the BOV
will reach its decision at the February
meeting.
“If [the BOV does renew Nichol’s
contract], I’m done … we’ve simply
tried to advise [the BOV] and make the
facts known and hope that they make
what we believe is the right decision,”
Jones said.
Skiles believes that in the event that
Nichol’s contract is renewed, it will not
matter whether or not SNBR disbands.
“One website may go down, but one
website is not [the whole discussion],”
Skiles said. “And I think that there are
a lot of people out there who dislike
[Nichol] so intensely that even if they
renew him and they stop fighting, we
could actually be facing an even worse
situation, which is where people simply
disengage and walk away from the College.”
Despite having disagreed with Jones’
decision regarding the Lipscomb Report,
Skiles has high praise for Jones.
“When I walked away from the early
formation of the group and said, ‘This
is not who I am,’ … Jim supported me,”
Skiles said. “He never badmouthed me,
he never called me any names for walking away and for taking a number of liberal folks with me. He is a man of great
credibility.”
Jones is well aware of his, and his
group’s, importance in shaping the
Nichol debate into what it is now. He
believes that were it not for the information they provided to the BOV, the BOV
would have “proceeded to rubber stamp
his renewal.” Jones is not about to apologize.
“People ask me, ‘Don’t you feel
guilty about this?’” he said. “And I say
no, because I don’t adopt a cause I don’t
believe in and I would never have done
this if I hadn’t done all this research —
if we hadn’t done all this research —
and been absolutely convinced that what
we were doing was the important [and
right] thing to do.
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An alum-elected BOV? Sex show critics protest
Delegate Marshall wants alum involvement in BOV
use of college funds

Marshall from page 1

Brian Whitson from University Relations, this is already the case.
“The Alumni Association makes recommendations each year to the secretary of the commonwealth
and the governor’s office. I actually believe we are
one of the few schools where our alumni association
is involved in the process this way,” Whitson said.
Though Marshall has yet to contact the College
regarding the bill, Whitson remarked that “the current process has brought us terrific boards over the
years.”
The bill calls for nine of the 17 BOV members
to be selected by alumni and eight to be selected by
the governor. Within each group there may be two
non-state residents, resulting in a total of four nonVirginians in the BOV.
Yet the bill has received criticism from some at
the College. Rector Michael K. Powell said that he
did “not think having a set number of seats controlled
exclusively by one segment of the college community is wise or workable,” according to Tuesday’s
Daily Press article.
Marshall disagrees.
“[Powell] seems to be arguing that everyone that
comes out of William and Mary is from the same

cookie-cutter mold, when in fact they come from a
wide variety of majors, a wide political spectrum,
ethnic spectrum … and their point of unity is William and Mary,” Marshall said. “And since when
is unity a bad thing? What ever happened to one
nation, under God? You only disagree with [unity]
when you disagree with the purpose of oneness.”
In the past, Marshall has openly criticized College President Gene Nichol, at one point proposing
to have the state-funded portion of Nichol’s salary
— about half of the total —withheld in the midst of
the Wren cross issue. This followed what Marshall
believed to be a violation of the Freedom of Information Act, when Nichol told a different story from
what the information in the e-mails regarding the
withdrawal of a $12 million donation reported.
Today, Marshall sees Nichol’s actions as part of
the problem of “paralysis” at the College.
“A College president is not supposed to be a
friend; he’s supposed to be a director,” Marshall said,
using recent College events as an example. “His paralysis with this stupid sex show … why don’t you
just get drug dealers to come in and talk about how
to make money there? William and Mary is a public
forum, but there are restrictions.”
The bill has been referred to the Committee on
Education and awaits further action.

SEX SHOW from page 1
knowingly and intentionally violate the constitutional
rights of its students. Censorship has no place at a
great university.”
On behalf of the Board of Visitors, Rector Michael
Powell supported Nichol’s decision in a statement
released yesterday.
“The choice to bring this show to Williamsburg
was made by our students, who believe the show offers some value,” Powell said. “While not everyone
agrees with that conclusion, we have faith that our
students have the wisdom to put such programming in
context if they choose to attend the show.”
Some are opposed to the show and have already
expressed displeasure with its coming to campus.
John Foubert, an assistant professor of education,
is a the lead critic of the show. He has studied sexual
violence since 1993 and founded One in Four but does
not consider himself the group’s spokesperson.
“Based on the research that I have read, I foresee
that the Sex Workers’ Art Show is likely to bring increased [...] sexual aggression, and by itself may also
lead to a short-term increase in incidents [of] sexual
assault at William and Mary as well,” he said.

Others, like Thomas Chappell ’11, founder of the
Facebook group “Don’t spend our money on the Sex
Workers’ Art Show,” are opposed to the use of mandatory student funds to help bring the show to campus.
“The show should be allowed on campus, but those
that choose to attend should bear the full cost of the
ticket prices instead of using everyone else’s money to
help the people that attend pay for admission,” Chappell said. “The money simply could have been used
for more appropriate and effective purposes.”
The show organizers said that they expect to raise
enough money through ticket sales and funding from
other groups to pay back the Student Assembly.
Powell said the controversy surrounding the show
has raised a serious issue about activities funding and
implied the administration may enjoy content oversight in the future.
“What has emerged from the discussion is the need
to develop a more coherent policy involving the allocation of limited College resources,” he said. “This is
something the College will endeavor to do.”
The Sex Workers’ Art Show will appear at the University Center Commonwealth Auditorium Feb. 4.
One show will take place at 7 p.m. and another at 9:30
p.m. Tickets are on sale this week.

Ivies match high Fed may view College’s endowment
costs with aid

debt from page 1

discount called ‘financial aid’
based on their ability to pay,”
Mankiw wrote on his blog.
“Here’s the secret plan: In the
future, Harvard will cost $1 billion a year, and only Bill Gate’s
children will pay full price. When
anyone else walks through the
door, the message will be, ‘Special price, just for you.’”
Archibald agreed that this
phenomenon, known as “price
discrimination” in economics, is

at work in financial aid plans.
In the past, the College has
also increased financial aid to
correspond with tuition hikes.
“We are determined to keep
William and Mary accessible to
students from all economic backgrounds,” Samuel Jones, vice
president for finance, told William and Mary News. “The new
budget takes this into account,
and approximately $700,000 of
the revenue generated from tuition increases will go toward financial assistance programs.”

Jones says that
inquiry will focus on
wealthier schools
By BRAD CLARK
Flat Hat Staff Writer

In a move that could change
how the universities use their
endowments and award aid
packages, the Senate Finance
Committee recently requested
financial data from the 136 richest universities in the country
regarding the last decade of rising tuitions and fundraising initiatives.
With the coffers of many
top universities at record highs
— a report released last week

showed 76 colleges and universities boasting billion dollar
endowments — concerns have
risen among senators that the
costs of higher education are increasing at a far higher rate than
inflation.
“Tuition has gone up, college
presidents’ salaries have gone up
and endowments continue to go
up and up,” Sen. Charles Grassley (R – Ia.) said in the Jan. 25
edition of The New York Times.
“We need to start seeing tuition
relief for families go up just as
fast.”
The current development
leaves financial officials at colleges and universities across
the country wondering exactly
where all of this will go —

whether the Senate requested
the information as a scare tactic,
to bring attention to the rising
costliness of higher education or
as the first step of a process that
will ultimately yield legislation.
In the case of legislation, the
most likely policy would require
universities to spend at least 5
percent of their income per year.
The College spends 4.75 percent
of its income annually.
Officials at the College say
that, while the College will receive a request from the government, any legislation will likely
effect schools with larger endowments.
Samuel Jones, vice president for finance at the College,
stressed the disparity between

the richest schools and the rest,
the programs already in place
here, and the complexity of the
university budgeting process as
reasons to be positive about the
College’s financial situation.
He said that these policies
tend to target schools like Harvard and Yale — schools with 20
and 30 billion dollars in endowment —which are hardly comparable with the College’s $585
million.
“In addition, what you’ve
seen in the last few months, in
an attempt to avoid this government involvement, is the premier
universities creating large-scale
financial aid programs — essentially programs that mimic the
Gateway Program,” he said.
The Gateway Program awards
financial aid to low and middleincome Virginia students.
A university’s endowment is
not necessarily analogous to free
spending money. In most cases
a donation comes with specific
restrictions.
For instance, a donor could
stipulate that the original gift
not be spent, only the income
received from investing that
money; or, a donor could require
that the gift be used only for a
specific program, leaving the
college unable to lower tuition
for students.
In addition, universities often
hold off on increasing spending during times of economic
prosperity in the name of intergenerational equity, so as to
ensure similar opportunities for
future generations of students
for whom funding may not be at
such high levels.
The findings of the Senate finance committee, while
not promising any immediate
change, may have far-reaching
consequences for students in a
country with some of the most
expensive schools in the world.
Current students, for their part,
welcome the inquiry as a way
to better understand the murky
world of college finances.
“I think that clarifying the
process would allow us to understand where all this extra money
is going,” said Mike Hodges,
class of ’09. “Every year tuition
increases, and the hours of operation at the University Center
dining hall decrease. What am I
paying for?”

Classified
Headache? Neck pain? Back
pain? Sports injury? Stress?
We can help. Visit www.performancechiropractic.com to
see how CHIRORPACTIC,
APUCPUNTURE,
and
MASSAGE help you be your
best. For more information, or
to schedule an appointment,
call Performance Chiropractic
at 229-4161. (ad authorized by
Dr. Daniel Shaye, chiropractic
physician, W&M 1990)
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Can’t Get Enough Oprah? Wait Till ’09
7

7

Fed Slashes Rates
As Clouds Gather
The Federal Reserve, confronted with a global stock sell-off
fanned by increased fears of a recession, cut its target for the federal funds rate by three-quarters
of a percentage point to 3.5%, its
biggest single move on interest
rates since a three-quarter percentage point increase in 1994.
The Fed said it made the cut
one week before a Jan. 29-30 meeting “in view of a weakening of the
economic outlook and increasing
downside risks to growth.”
Fed officials have been concerned that falling markets could
lead financial institutions to sell
assets or pull back on lending, exacerbating the market decline and
worsening a credit crunch. Federal
Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke
signaled his growing concern
about the economy when he endorsed fiscal stimulus to help head
off or moderate a recession.
The retail industry, meanwhile,
appears to be skidding toward its
first big wreck in 17 years. Chains
are halting store openings, cutting
back on inventory and girding for
leaner times as consumer spending chills. The speed with which
sales slowed during the holidays
prompted profit warnings.
It will be a discouraging first
half of the year, economists warn.
Rosalind Wells, chief economist of
the National Retail Federation,
projects that “financial stress from
high energy costs, the fallout from
the housing slump and sluggish
employment and income growth”
will all weigh on shoppers.

Coldplay, Stones
May Quit EMI
Two big-name bands may be on
the verge of breaking with Britain’s EMI Group record label: the
Rolling Stones, who have been on
the label for 35 years, and Coldplay, which is perhaps the biggest
act the company has left.
EMI had been counting on Coldplay to deliver its still-untitled
fourth album in time for release in
the first half of this year, people
close to the company say. But Coldplay manager Dave Holmes says
the band is still working on the album and hasn’t set a delivery date.
EMI is also in danger of losing
the Stones, along with more than
35 years’ worth of their albums,
when the group’s current contract
expires in March, according to people familiar with the situation.
A person close to the Stones
said the band members are considering their options.
If the Rolling Stones and Coldplay leave, it would be only the
latest in a string of high-profile
defections. Under EMI’s previous
management the company lost the
rights to release new albums by
Paul McCartney and Radiohead.
Since private-equity owner Terra
Firma Capital Partners last summer bought the company for £3.2
billion ($6.28 billion) and ousted
the previous management, the
pushback from the artist community has grown.

Brewer May Sideline
Two Super Bowl Ads
Anheuser-Busch has deemed
two recently produced TV commercials too edgy for the Super Bowl.
The ads are getting rave reviews
from focus groups, but the company says they go a bit too far and
thus probably won’t make the cut.
One spot shows a man turning
himself into a “cute little doggie”
to catch the attention of a pretty
woman. His plan goes awry when a
bigger dog turns the pick-up into a
painful scuffle. Another eyebrowraising spot for Bud Light shows a
man who can fly getting painfully
close to an airplane engine.
“When you do go to the Super
Bowl, you do have a broader audience,” says Bob Lachky, AnheuserBusch’s executive vice president of
global industry development and
chief creative officer. “You have to
be careful what line you cross.”

Frequent Sitting Club
Airports with the most flights that
sat three hours or more before
takeoff.
New York Kennedy

316

Newark Liberty

202

Dallas-Fort Worth

159

Philadelphia

152

New York LaGuardia

114

Chicago O'Hare

100

Houston Bush

73

Washington Dulles

41

Atlanta

31

Washington Reagan

29

Note: Jan.–Nov. 2007
Source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics

The brewer probably will still use
the ads on TV later in the year.
This year, more is riding on the
game for Anheuser. Sales of its flagship brand, Budweiser, have fallen,
and those for Bud Light, the bestselling beer in the U.S., aren’t as
robust as the company would like.

Which Flights Have
The Worst Delays?
Extreme delays that leave passengers trapped on airplanes for
hours may be more predictable
than you think.
An analysis of data from 2007
shows certain airlines and airports
were more prone than others to
long delays and very late arrivals.
Even certain flights had repeated
trouble with very long delays.
Delta Flight 133 from New York’s
Kennedy Airport to Los Angeles International sat on the tarmac for
more than three hours on seven different days, according to data from
the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. That was more than any other
flight. Delta’s Flight 31 on the same
route had “taxi-out” times longer
than three hours on six occasions, as
did Continental Express Flight 2450
from Syracuse, N.Y., to Newark, N.J.
Eight other flights ended up with
taxi-out delays of three hours or
more five different times.
Airlines say some flights are repeatedly held up because they try
to depart at the busiest time. But
airlines also juggle departures
based on crew schedules, which
planes are urgently needed for
their next flight, which flights have
the most high-dollar business travelers, and which flights are headed
to airports that wield fines for arriving after a certain hour.
Delta says its flights sat waiting
at JFK on days when thunderstorms to the west caused air-traffic controllers to suspend westbound departures. The carrier will
cancel flights headed to airports
with bad weather to thin out arrivals, but is more reluctant to cancel
departures in bad-weather cities because those flights can wait on the
ground, said a Delta spokesman.

Odds & Ends

The White House said President Bush is open to the possibility
of a larger stimulus package than
the $150 billion program already
outlined to reinvigorate the ailing
economy. … HBO is testing a new
online-video service that would let
its subscribers watch the pay-cable
network’s shows on their computers or download them to watch on
the road. HBO is starting a trial of
the service in Wisconsin markets,
and could roll it out more widely
later this year. ... Yahoo expects to
cut staff under a drive to rein in its
budget and focus its activities, people familiar with the matter said.
One source estimated hundreds of
workers may be affected.
By Jay Hershey
How to contact us:
CampusEdition@dowjones.com
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§ Why grow on the job when it’s so
much easier to feign infallibility?
§ A look at the pros and cons of a
career as an aerospace engineer.
§ Stay and help a troubled employer,
or abandon the sinking ship?

Hydrogen makes up
75% of the universe.
It’s about time we did
something with it.
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Winfrey and Discovery
To Launch Network
Without Her Show

A

BY SAM SCHECHNER

mericans love “The
Oprah Winfrey Show,”
but are they ready for
the Oprah Winfrey Network?
Ms. Winfrey and Discovery
Communications
announced plans to launch a new
channel—which will go by the acronym, OWN—in the second half of
2009. Ms. Winfrey will be the creative force behind the channel, developing programming on topics familiar to her viewers, such as dealing with bullying and recovering
from divorce. But, at least at first,
the channel will be entering a cluttered landscape without Ms. Winfrey’s biggest asset, her top-rated
talk show.
“The Oprah Winfrey Show,” has
been sold to TV stations around
the country through the 2010-11
television season. While Discovery
is hoping she moves the show to
the network after that, she’s under
no obligation to do so. Ms. Winfrey
said it’s “possible” she’ll move the
show, or perhaps reruns, to OWN
and will decide this fall.

Adding to O
Still, Ms. Winfrey has a huge
public following that could make
the channel a success even without
her talk show. She has a successful
monthly magazine, “O, the Oprah
magazine,” co-published with
Hearst, which sold an average of
2.4 million copies a month last
year, according to the Audit Bureau of Circulations. Her book club
is credited with turning various titles into best-sellers. She also has
a satellite show, “Oprah &
Friends,” on XM Satellite Radio.
“This is what I’ve been coming
to since 1988 when I realized this
platform is bigger than just a television show,” Ms. Winfrey says.
If OWN takes off, and particularly if Ms. Winfrey moves her talk
show to the new network in a few
years, the TV businesses of several

oprah.com
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Oprah will add a TV channel to her media empire, which includes Oprah.com.
major media companies could be
hurt. CBS owns the syndication
concern that sells the Oprah show
to stations across the country. A
successful OWN could also interfere with the efforts of NBC Universal to establish a female-oriented
franchise, including through its recent purchase of the Oxygen women’s cable network. Executives at
CBS and NBC played down the likelihood of possible negative effects
down the road.
Likewise, Ms. Winfrey’s talk
show is also a big ratings draw on
numerous local stations, including
seven of the 10 ABC stations operated by ABC network owner Walt
Disney Co. Those stations account
for more than 25% of Ms. Winfrey’s national audience, according
to her production company. One
ABC station not owned by Disney
played down the short-term impact of competing with OWN. “I
think it’ll probably help more than
it’ll hurt because it’ll continue the
exposure of Oprah,” said Mike Murphy, president and general manager of WBMA, the ABC affiliate in
Birmingham, Ala. “And, anyway,
old habits are hard to break.”
Even for Ms. Winfrey, success
isn’t guaranteed. New TV networks not only have to compete
with the major broadcast networks and hundreds of cable channels but newer video-on-demand

offerings and Web video services.
“I think it’s increasingly hard to
launch or relaunch a TV network
regardless of whose name is behind it or who the parent company
is,” says Brad Adgate, senior vice
president of research at Horizon
Media, a media planning and adplacement firm. “It’s going to be
tough to gain traction early on.”
The market for female-oriented
television is particularly tough,
something Ms. Winfrey knows
first hand. She was an early investor in Oxygen, a women’s-oriented
cable channel launched by cable
veteran Geraldine Laybourne in
2000, which struggled to establish
itself and was sold last fall to NBC
Universal. Ms. Winfrey said she
had reduced her involvement earlier, noting that “the channel did
not reflect my voice.”

Daytime Drop
Oxygen’s much bigger and
longer established rival, Lifetime
Television, co-owned by Disney
and Hearst, also has seen its audience erode in recent years. Daytime talk shows, including Ms. Winfrey’s program, have also lost viewers the past few years. “The Oprah
Winfrey Show” audience is down
about 12% since 2005-06, although
the show has performed better
than its competitors and remains
the top-rated syndicated talk

show. This season it is averaging
7.3 million viewers, according to
Nielsen Media Research.
Even off its peak, though, the
show continues to be a huge marketing vehicle for causes espoused
by Ms. Winfrey, such as books she
promotes through her book club
and social causes. Ms. Winfrey also
says she plans to use her talk show
as a platform to promote OWN, as
well as new programs she will air
on it.
The biggest challenge may be
simply finding programming that
taps into the Oprah sensibility that
has made her so popular. Both the
talk show and her magazine have
struck a chord with a mix of selfhelp
and
spirituality—aimed
squarely at the mass market.
Through all her outlets, Ms. Winfrey offers uplift, from magazine
articles about why you may need
to gain 10 pounds, to “Oprah’s Big
Give,” a prime-time ABC television
series due in March, in which contestants compete in philanthropic
challenges for the title of “The Biggest Giver.” It’s a homespun philosophy Discovery President and
Chief Executive David Zaslav calls
“inspiring people to live their best
lives.”

‘Health’ Insurance
Ms. Winfrey will be chairman of
the 50-50 venture being created
through the deal. Her company,
Harpo, is contributing her Oprah.
com Web site, while Discovery will
contribute Discovery Health Channel, which will be converted into
the new channel. That gives the
new channel a head start over rivals that have to lobby cable and
satellite operators for distribution.
Discovery Health is already available in more than 66 million
homes, according to Nielsen.
For Discovery, a closely held company expected to go public in the
second quarter, the deal represents
a potentially lucrative gamble. It’s
trading an underperforming cable
network—Discovery Health averaged only 123,000 viewers in 2007,
according to Nielsen—for a share of
Ms. Winfrey’s future. Discovery’s
shareholders include John Malone’s
Discovery Holdings and Advance/Newhouse Communications.

Freshmen
Heading
Overseas

A

BY ANJALI ANTHAVALEY

growing number of
schools are expanding
their study-abroad options for first-year students.
Spending freshman
year abroad presents challenges:
easy access to alcohol, lack of supervision and, given the weak dollar, surprisingly high prices for basic goods and services.
But schools say these programs
provide a more globally focused education. As the world economy becomes increasingly intertwined,
they argue, overseas experience is
an increasingly important credential. The programs also appeal to
students in majors—such as the
sciences—that offer less flexibility
in studying abroad during junior
and senior years, since they typically offer course credit for the
general requirements that freshmen need to fill. In the past, students who studied abroad were primarily liberal-arts majors.
New York University already offers freshmen students in its general-studies program the option of
spending their first year in Florence, Paris or London. In fall
2009, NYU expects to offer the option to other freshmen when applying for admission.
Syracuse University will offer a
first-semester program for freshmen in Florence, Italy, this fall.
The University of Mississippi is
launching a study-abroad program
in Edinburgh, Scotland, for freshman students next fall. Florida
State offers out-of-state freshmen
an added financial incentive: They
can pay in-state tuition for the rest
of their time as undergraduates at
the university.
At some smaller schools, the
programs serve another function:
to help alleviate overcrowding in
the dorms. Arcadia University in
Glenside, Pa., created its first-year
study-abroad program because of
a housing shortage, a spokesman
for the university says.
“Increasingly, we are going to
see study abroad as something
that is woven into the fabric of the
undergraduate degree,” says Allan
Goodman, president and chief executive of the Institute of International Education. “Economic drivers are pushing people to think
about the world. Freshmen enter
the university with ‘study abroad’
planted in their minds.”
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Marshall law unwelcome

N

ot all things fare better with age — after more than 300
years, the College and the commonwealth have yet to agree
on our governance. This time, though, one man is stirring up
more trouble than usual. He’s Delegate Robert Marshall (R – Prince
William) and he’s not about to have Virginia’s governor appoint the
College’s Board of Visitors.
Marshall’s latest bill charges alumni to elect BOV members, marking the second time in as many years the man has attempted to personally intervene in College affairs. An outspoken critic of College
President Gene Nichol, Marshall sponsored a bill asking the state to
dock its portion of the president’s salary following the cross’s removal from the Wren Chapel. Perhaps we could take Marshall’s efforts
more seriously if they weren’t such egregious displays of political
posturing.
Consider that this bill, like the previous one, targets the College
alone. Every other BOV member at every other public university
in Virginia is appointed by the governor, yet Marshall somehow
divined that the same system
Every other BOV member at would no longer work here in
Williamsburg. Curious. We find
every other public university it hard to believe his sudden conis appointed by the governor, fidence in our alumni emerged
yet Marshall divined that the independently from some of their
same system would no longer open criticism of Nichol.
Granted, allowing a partisan
work here in Williamsburg.
governor to handpick the people
governing the commonwealth’s
colleges may not be ideal, but it’s better than Marshall’s alternative.
The bill ignores the influence alumni already exert on the process
and offers no solution to the problem of ensuring voting rights. The
potential disenfranchisement of alumni who may not have an address
on file can be neither fair nor equitable.
And speaking of elections, Marshall’s interest in creating a conservative College could not come at a more politically convenient time.
As he and former Gov. Jim Gilmore vie for the Republican nomination in the U.S. Senate race, we would like to remind him the College
is more than a bullet point in campaign literature.
If Marshall had expressed similar interest in other Virginia schools,
we might hold more hope for his sense of altruism. His attempts at
manipulation and politicking prove he is motivated by anything but.

Nichol critics play journalists
Jim Jones ’82 may not
have many friends among
students at the College, but
online, he and others like him
may be guiding the future of
the school. As the creator of
ShouldNicholBeRenewed.org,
Jones has amassed a veritable
army of supporters, alumni and
third parties alike.
It’s a feat that would have
been impossible just two decades
ago, but the internet’s power
to disseminate information for
free and at lightning speed has
turned alumni relations on its
head. One can hardly imagine
creating a traditional mailing list
tens of thousands strong in 1987.
Destroying these barriers to
entry, though, has also permitted
half-truths, unverified claims and

potential slander to travel quickly
and anonymously. This anonymity allows webmasters and bloggers to shield informants from
scrutiny while still publishing the
information they provide.
The Flat Hat believes Jones
is employing that tactic using a
source close to College President
Gene Nichol. He has admitted as
much to Flat Hat staff and has
thus far been the first to know
about a number of private dealings, including FOIA requests
and The Flat Hat’s unannounced
interview with former President
Timothy J. Sullivan. Although
we favor the spread of journalism
in any media, we also hope those
online share a desire to report
hard facts, especially when the
future of the College is at stake.
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By Vicky Chao, Flat Hat Cartoonist

Students critical in ’08 election
to subsisting on whatever quick bites we could get while on
the run. There’s not much glamour attached to trudging doorto-door to advocate for your candidate, often to be met by
citizens who may either not want to be bothered or may be
Flat Hat Guest Columnist
opposed to your candidate.
The good — or great — news is that the work is absolutely
exhilarating. Whoever your candidate, you know that you are
Like students everywhere, last semester’s final exams and
involved in a great national enterprise and you’re performing
papers left me sleep-deprived and more than ready for a long
public service.
holiday and a respite from Swem library. Why then did I find
And the psychic and practical payoff is enormous. What
myself spending those precious holiday days working 18-hour
better way to learn the workings of American democracy than
stretches, trudging through the snow and sleeping on hard
to enlist as a foot soldier? Beyond politics, working in a camgymnasium floors?
paign offers great lessons in leadership, flexibility and creativLike most students at the College, I’ll be casting my first
ity. But what can you bring to a campaign?
ballot in a presidential election this fall.
Enthusiasm — this is priceless. You
And what a momentous time to make
also need to know your candidate’s
Whatever your political lean- positions, but that knowledge can be
our electoral debut at the polling station
ings or favorite candidate, I’d learned from scanning websites and
— the stakes are huge, a fact demonstrated by the wide open primaries on
urge you to get involved. The bad campaign literature. What can’t be
both the left and the right.
taught (or bought) is your commitment
news: politics is no game.
While appreciating a number of the
and excitement about your candidate.
prospective candidates, I’m a strong
Enthusiasm is infectious and quickly
Hillary Clinton supporter. My parents both hail from New
communicates itself to your audience: the American electorate.
York and I’ve spent a lot of time in the state, so I was thrilled
Flexibility — show up with a sleeping bag, some granola
at the opportunity to work as an intern in her senate office
bars and a willingness to do whatever needs to be done wherlast summer. Official government business is strictly sepaever it needs to be done. Creativity — think up your own
rate from political work, however, so I had no experience
approaches and materials (subject to approval by the veterans
with her campaign headquarters during that time. But I was
of course!). What’s my dirty little secret? This stuff is also fun
deeply impressed by the senator’s brilliance, discipline and
and a great way to meet people.
dedication. After the senator’s (narrow) third place finish in
It’s a long way to November so there are countless ways
Iowa, I was more than ready to sign up to help in the New
to get involved. I’d be delighted to see lots of recruits to the
Hampshire primary.
Hillary bandwagon. Most importantly, I hope all of us will
Whatever your political leanings or favorite candidate, I’d
take the time to think through the issues and stake out a posiurge you to get involved. The bad news: politics is no game.
tion. At a minimum, vote for the candidate of your choice —
We were up long before the sun each day I spent working in
let’s change that statistic that shows our age group demonstratNew Hampshire and usually hit the sack — or whatever the
ing the lowest voter turnout. Just go to www.rockthevote.com
equivalent happened to be on any given night — late in the
to register and get started. See you at the polls!
night. Dunkin’ Donuts quickly lost its charm as we got used
Martin Feeney is a junior at the College.

Martin Feeney

Fraternity reputations stained by stereotypes
Max Fisher

Flat Hat chief staff writer

Two things about stereotypes we all
know to be true: they are unfair and they
happen anyway. But sometimes we can
learn just as much from the way those
stereotypes are generated as we can
from the half-truths they represent.
One community at the College is
having its ugliest stereotypes reinforced
this week and, unfair though it might be,
it creates an opportunity of introspection for that increasingly troubled group.
I’m speaking of the College’s network
of 16 fraternities, which used to count
senior William McClain among its most
esteemed members until he was arrested
Jan. 18 for embezzling several thousand
dollars from a student-run charity.
McClain, former vice president of
Beta Theta Pi, is another in a series of
embarrassing blows to the reputation
of the College’s fraternities. Every

week, The Flat Hat’s Police Beat fills
with reports from fraternity housing:
vandalism, theft and disorderly conduct seem ubiquitous. A deeper, more
troubling trend emerges in the bigger
scandals.
There have been assaults, largescale drug busts and the seemingly
annual College tradition of a fraternity brother leaving campus due to
accusations of rape. There were two
incidents in the same memorable night
back in April, when human excrement
appeared on the crowded Theta Delta
Chi dance floor. Soon after, a Phi
Kappa Tau brother was caught shouting homophobic slurs at a large group
outside of TDX.
For the non-Greek majority, these
stories define the fraternity system. But
the truth, as is always the case, is more
complex than the stereotype.
Fraternities, by their own choosing,
are heavily oriented toward partying.
Their self-designed role in the college
community is to provide weekend entertainment in the form of dancing, music
and a lot of cheap beer. This, in and of

itself, isn’t a bad thing — my freshman
year would have been much duller without it. But the cramped, uncomfortable
fraternity housing — along with the
sometimes overbearing emphasis on getting fall-down drunk — made me, and
many of my classmates, move on after
freshman year. Most students attend
fewer fraternity parties once they make

Fraternities do get a bad rap. But
until they give the rest of the student
body a reason to take them seriously,
their reputation will not improve.
friends who have off-campus apartments
and stop going altogether once they are
old enough for the Delis.
Even upperclassmen within the fraternities tend to move out, deactivate
or find new social outlets. The few
who remain involved and dedicated
through their senior year are viewed by
the majority as a little strange. Maybe
this is an unfair stereotype, but fraternities aren’t doing much to combat

it. Older fraternity brothers seem to
appear in a lot of unflattering news stories — embezzling money and denying
accusations of sexual assault to name a
couple. These few bad apples may not
be representative of the whole, but they
represent fraternities anyway.
It would be false to cite people like
McClain as evidence for the growing
suspicion around campus that fraternities
produce the worst of the student body.
However, it would be sadly accurate to
call that an understandable misperception. Fraternities do get a bad rap. But
until they give the rest of the student
body a reason to take them seriously, to
regard them as contributing something
more than a social outlet for freshmen,
their reputation will not improve.
Fraternities must seriously rethink
what they look for in their members.
Anyone immoral enough to steal money
from a service group should never have
been admitted to a fraternity, let alone
elected vice president. While it would
be unreasonable to expect his fraternity
to foresee embezzlement, Beta Theta Pi
clearly used the wrong set of standards

in selecting McClain as a member and
officer. People do not become this despicably corrupt overnight, and Beta Theta
Pi chose to overlook his poor character
in favor of other attributes. If I had to
guess, I would venture that McClain
is probably sociable and fun at parties.
Both good qualities, to be sure, but qualities that the fraternity system — and not
just McClain’s — has overemphasized
to its own peril.
As McClain himself told The Flat
Hat in a September article on fraternity
rush, “We … mix a casual and friendly
atmosphere with the important and serious principles we hold dear and expect
to find in our potential new boys.”
McClain had obviously not given
much thought to defining those principles, and I worry that he is not alone
among fraternity leaders. Those officers
who still have a chance to improve the
role of fraternities in the College community should take this as an opportunity
to consider very carefully what principles
they hold most important and what their
past misjudgments have wrought.
Max Fisher is a senior at the College.
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Ryan’s ‘Office’
comedy ignites PBK
By Megan Doyle
Flat Hat Staff Writer

Casey Scully — the flat hat

The Muscarelle Museum of Art celebrates its 25th anniversary by featuring “Painting the Italian Landscape: Views from the Uffizi.”

Medici collection graces Muscarelle
By ALICE HAHN &
RACHEL OHM
The Flat Hat
In celebration of its 25th anniversary, the
Muscarelle Museum of Art welcomes a new
exhibition displaying the pastoral beauty of
the Italian countryside. “Painting the Italian
Landscape: Views from the Uffizi” includes
more than 40 works covering five centuries
of Italian landscapes.
The exhibition showcases the work of
many Italian masters, including Sandro
Botticelli, Nicolas Poussin and Canaletto.
“We wanted to kick off the 25th anniversary
of the Muscarelle with … an unprecedented
exhibition,” Muscarelle Director Aaron De
Groft Ph.D. ’88 said. “It is the finest in the
history of the Muscarelle.”
The collection is on loan from the Uffizi
Gallery of Florence, a gallery renowned
worldwide for its collection of Renaissance
paintings. Early in the 18th century, the last
direct member of the Medici family donated
the works to the city of Florence. The
family, whose influence permeated politics,
art, culture and religion in Italy from the
13th through 17th centuries, cultivated the
great art collection through commissioning,
purchasing and trading works for over 400
years. Originally created to house this vast
array of art, the Uffizi has expanded into
one of the most famous art museums in the
world.
A majority of the works on display at
the Muscarelle hail from the 16th century,
following the rule of Francesco I de’Medici
in Florence. As patrons of the arts, the
Medicis were interested in cultivating
culture in the city of Florence. Although he
favored no particular artist, his collections

at the Pitti Palace as well as his numerous
countryside villas were largely comprised
of landscapes illustrating Naples, Venice,
Rome, the Mediterranean and Florence.
The work of many of these Renaissance
artists recalls the classical tradition in both
the idealized form and style of ancient Rome
and in its subject matter. Several of the works
on display are said to have been inspired by
the stories of Ovid’s “Metamorphosis.”
As another theme of Italian Renaissance
paintings, stormy weather maritime scenes
dominate the exhibit. This trend was likely
inspired by the Dutch, whose innovative
use of lighting techniques helped give rise
to landscape as a genre. These tempestuous
scenes introduce a sense of realism and
naturalism to the exhibit, which extends
chronologically beyond the Renaissance to
include works dating as recently as the early
20th century.
“There are many important and significant
paintings in the exhibition,” De Groft said.
“This show was an entire exhibition at the
Uffizi itself, so that indicates the high level
of the works.”
The Uffizi offered to lend the exhibition
to the College last year after the Medici still
life collection, “Medici in America, Natura
Morta: Still-Life Painting and the Medici
Collections & Caravaggio’s ‘Still Life
with Fruit on a Stone Ledge,’” showed so
successfully. “We were offered the landscape
show because of our success and because
of the very good relationships between the
exhibition firm in Florence, Contemporanea
Progetti, the exhibition firm in Washington,
D.C., the Trust for Museum Exhibitions and
the Uffizi,” according to De Groft, who has
worked with people at the Uffizi for years.
As a result of this relationship, the

Muscarelle was able to obtain an exhibit
that is unified by an overarching focus on
humble, rural subjects found in works of
both the classical and realist persuasion.
Whether the landscapes include ancient ruins,
draw on mythological inspiration or capture
natural phenomena, the demure shepherds
and picnicking peasants that permeate each
scene are the ultimate tribute to the beauty
of Italian art and culture.
“We have an exhibition of this international
caliber from one of the greatest museums
in the world, here, for our students and
visitors,” De Groft said. “You would have
to go to Italy to see a grouping of paintings
such as this. It is truly outstanding and
amazing.”

Casey Scully — the flat hat

‘Painting the Italian Landscape’ displays
at the Muscarelle through March 23.
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Tune in to the hottest reality show: Election 2008
James Damon

Flat hat COLUMNIST

Since when was television so exciting?
While the Writers’ Guild strike has derailed
much of prime time television, the current
presidential election has piqued my interest
more than “Desperate Housewives,”
“House” or “Lost” ever did. With witty
banter, pointed accusations, great hair and
Oprah, this presidential election couldn’t
be more entertaining than, well, “The West
Wing.”
The Democratic primary in South
Carolina perfectly captured the party’s cutthroat nature. Bill and Hillary Clinton spent
the week berating Barack Obama about
the Illinois senator’s lack of experience
and dealings with questionable fundraisers.
While the Clintons’ attacks were nothing
new, Obama’s retort was a real zinger. At
last Tuesday’s debate in Myrtle Beach,
S.C., Obama said, “I can’t tell who I’m
running against sometimes.” While Obama
makes a good point, he also proves to have
a capacity for pointed humor.
Clinton is not without the ability to
command my emotions; while she is never
made me laugh like Obama, the former
first lady nearly brought me to tears
earlier this month. After her loss in Iowa,
Clinton was speaking to a group of New
Hampshire well-wishers when she broke
into tears. “Some people think elections are
a game, lots of who’s up or who’s down,
[but] it’s about our country, it’s about our
kids’ futures and it’s really about all of

us together,” she said. Some debate has
centered on Clinton’s use of these tears as
a means of using her gender as a crutch.
Even if Clinton employed emotion to cast
herself in a different light, is there anything
wrong with it? In such a heavily covered
campaign, Clinton cannot be blamed for
using any method — tears or otherwise —
to win.
Currently, the Republican campaign
lacks the panache of the Democrats. Mitt
Romney and John McCain are currently
waging war in Florida. I take issue with
their banter, not because of substance, but
because it isn’t interesting. McCain and
Romney needlessly go back and forth on
the ex-governor’s call for a pull-out from
Iraq. Unfortunately, there were no tears and
no humorous quips to enliven the debate.
Even McCain’s ads against Romney
lack originality. On Friday, McCain’s
campaign released an ad that depicts
Romney windsurfing, an obvious reference
to negative ads run by George Bush
against John Kerry. I will not deny the
ex-governor’s political opportunism, but I
will admonish McCain’s lack of creativity
in pointing it out.
With Fred Thompson’s dropout from
the presidential race and Rudy Guiliani’s
anticipated exit if he loses in Florida,
both parties can brag about another point:
great hair. Romney has a full head of hair,
and McCain sports an impressive coif for
someone over 70. Clinton always looks
well-kept, and Obama’s short hair looks
sporty on the young senator. While John
Edwards was critiqued for spending a
reported $400 on his locks, it certainly was
money well spent. In fact, Edwards joins
the ranks of Bill Clinton, who in 1993 was

critiqued for spending $300 on a haircut in
Los Angeles.
These candidates all recognize the
importance of image, and some, more than
others, have done a nice job of cultivating
this image to the ever-present media.
With all the talk of gender, race and age,
it would seem that image has become
an increasingly important factor in the
campaign of 2008.
But image is not something new to
American politics, as author Ben Shapiro
points out in a new, punnily named book,
“Project President: Bad Hair & Botox on
the Road to the White House.” “When
we vote, we vote not for a platform, but
for a person,” Shapiro writes. “And we
judge our presidential candidates the same
way we judge everyone else: based on the
whole package.”
As it turns out, Abe Lincoln was not
opposed to Clinton-like jabs when he ran
for office, nor were Thomas Jefferson
supporters afraid to deliver McCain-style
insults against the mental stability of
John Adams. Americans have been voting
superficially for a long time, so why stop
now?
If politics lacked drama, only the most
devoted of nerds would appreciate it. In
addition to helping us make up our minds
about candidates, as Shapiro argues, drama
makes politics worth watching. So, instead
of lamenting the descent of American
politics into a messy muck of mudslinging
and superficiality, enjoy politics for what
it is: the best damn show our forefathers
could have created.
James Damon is a Confusion Corner
columnist. He’d be happy to cut your hair
for a mere $250.

Though the Writers’ Guild
strike has starved the nation
of new episodes of favorite
television programs, UCAB will
satiate the campus’s appetite
for comedy with star, writer
and producer of NBC’s “The
Office,” B.J. Novak.
His ‘Office’ character, often
simply referred to as Ryan the
Temp, is known as the object
of his boss Michael Scott’s
affection. As the greenest
employee in the office, he
was nicknamed Fire Guy after
he caused the entire Dunder
Mifflin, Inc. Scranton branch
to evacuate the office when he
set his pita on fire in the toaster
oven.
Though his character was once
reason for evacuation, Novak is
expected to fill the seats of Phi
Beta Kappa Memorial Hall for
his stand-up comedy show Feb.
1 from 8 to 10 p.m.
While Novak was made
famous through his role on
“The Office,” the 28-year-old
comedian is also known as an
improviser on MTV’s celebrity
prank show “Punk’d,” on which
he appeared most memorably as
Hilary Duff’s driving instructor.
He also made a cameo in
“Knocked Up.”
On “The Office” — which
ranks 6th in the College’s
Facebook network’s top TV
shows — Novak plays Ryan
Howard, a temp recently
promoted to corporate. Because
he stars in one of the campus’s
favorite television series, Novak
was one of the UCAB comedy
committee’s top choices for
comedians to bring to campus.
“In selecting well-known
comedians to come to our
campus, we try to pick people
we believe a large number of
students would be interested
in seeing,” UCAB Comedy
Committee Chair Anne Hughes
’08 said. “B.J.’ s ties with ‘The
Office’ gave us an indication
that we would have a good
turnout.”
Just as each comedian’s style of
comedy differs, so too does each
member of an audience’s idea of
humor, which complicates the
process of bringing comedians
to a campus of diverse tastes. In
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the past, UCAB has sought to
diversify the types of comedy
by bringing comedians with
different approaches, such as
Lewis Black, Dave Attell and
Tracy Morgan.
“Even in an event like standup comedy, we have seen
different styles of comedians,
from the hilarious rants of Lewis
Black to Demetri Martin’s use of
drawings and sketches,” Hughes
said. B.J. Novak has a more
traditional stand-up routine,
which will be yet another
different style than in previous
years.”
While
many
comics
implement offensive approaches
to humor, Novak’s style is
unlikely to stray into the realm
of inappropriate, assuming it
maintains the style of humor on
“The Office.”
“I believe comedy is a very
variable talent,” UCAB Director
of Public Relations Brett Roth
’08 said. “Many can be great,
but they do it differently. For as
many people that dislike dirty
comedians, there are equally as
many people that like them,”
said. “Also, it is not in our
college’s policy to censor public
speech. Novak has a delightful
sense of humor that is captured
in his writing of ‘The Office,’
and comes to life on stage.
He will fit in perfectly with a
majority of the campus’s taste.”
The “B.J. Novak at W&M”
Facebook event’s guest list
corresponded with UCAB’s
positive
expectations
for
Novak’s reception: 820 guests
have responded with a positive
RSVP.
Assistant Director of Student
Activities Joe Lowder announced
yesterday that student tickets
had sold out, indicating that
there will be high demand for
the remaining general admission
tickets. These can be purchased
for $20 in advance or $25 the
day of the show online at www.
wm.edu/boxoffice, by phone at
1-2674 or at the PBK ticket
office.
Opening for Novak will
be Pete Holmes, a stand-up
comedian who has been featured
on VH1’s “Best Week Ever” and
VH1’s “All Access” television
programs. . The two comedians
have met before but do not
usually travel together.
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Flat Hat Sports Columnist

Oct. 22, 2003, Roger Clemens walked off
the mound of Pro Player Stadium in Miami, Fla.
to a standing ovation. He had just struck out
Luis Castillo to cap a seven-inning, three-run
performance in Game 4 of the World Series,
and the 65,934 in attendance that evening
paid tribute to the brilliance of one of the
greatest pitchers in baseball history. With over
300 wins, 4,000 strikeouts and a 3.12 career
ERA, Clemens was expected to announce his
retirement from baseball after the Fall Classic,
putting aside his extreme competitiveness to
return to an idyllic life on his Texas ranch.
Flash forward to 2008. The year would likely
have been a good one for the Rocket had he
chosen to retire after the 2003 World Series.
This summer, he would surely be elected to
the baseball Hall of Fame on his first ballot.
However, that same insatiable desire to win
at all costs that turned Clemens into the best
pitcher of his generation has since led him down
an almost totally divergent path. 2008 has not
brought fresh accolades and contentment to
the Rocket; instead it has turned into his own
personal hell.
Clemens, of course, did not choose retirement
after the 2003 season, shocking the baseball
world by leaving the New York Yankees to pitch
for his hometown Astros, signing an exorbitant
deal that allowed him time off to spend with
his family between starts. For the next several
years, he pitched as well as ever. As long as he
produced sterling ERAs well south of the three
runs per game line, teams would vie for his
services despite the unusual circumstances. This
past season he returned to the Yankees, leading
the Bronx Bombers into the postseason against
long odds.
However, in December his career and legacy
were forever altered with the long-awaited
unveiling of the Mitchell Report, the findings
of U.S. Senator George Mitchell’s investigative
panel on the abuse of performance enhancing
drugs in baseball. In the document, to the
surprise of many, Clemens was named 82 times
and accused of periodic steroid usage after his
1996 departure from the Boston Red Sox. These
allegations touched off an ensuing firestorm of
angry press conferences and bizarre events that
will haunt Clemens forever.
Several days after the release of the report,
Clemens issued a statement through his
lawyer categorically denying the claims of his
longtime friend and trainer, Brian McNamee. He
insisted that he had no prior knowledge of the
accusations and was blindsided by a slanderous
acquaintance seeking to avoid jail time by
giving prosecutors a juicy story. Clemens filed a
defamation lawsuit against McNamee Jan. 7.
Later, the saga took a bizarre turn as Clemens
and his lawyer released a phone conversation
between Clemens and McNamee taped Jan. 4
without McNamee’s knowledge. Several days
later, Congress announced that congressional
hearings regarding the Mitchell Report would
take place and invited Clemens and McNamee
to testify. After much hedging, Clemens agreed
to a private deposition regarding the matter
and, when the hearing commences on Feb.
13, he would be wise to come clean with what
he knows, lest he end up in jail for perjury.
The federal prosecution of Marion Jones and
Barry Bonds has unquestionably signaled the
government’s desire to play hardball regarding
the matter.
Regardless of the results of the Feb. 13
hearings, Clemens’ bizarre behavior in response
to McNamee’s claims suggests that he is being
less than forthcoming. Several inconsistencies
within his defense strategy and McNamee’s
steadfast desire to stick by his testimony point
predominantly to the likelihood that Clemens
knows much more about his potential steroid
use than he is letting on. For the good of the
game of baseball, the Senate hearings regarding
the matter will hopefully reveal the truth.
Regardless of what happens in the future, the
impressive legacy of Roger Clemens, like so
many others, has been forever tarnished by the
stain of performance enhancing drugs.
E-mail Matt Poms at mbpoms@wm.edu.
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Sixth Man Program attracts students
Student attendance figures up in reward program’s second year

By Carl Siegmund
Flat Hat Assoc. News Editor
Last Saturday night’s Old Dominion
-Tribe basketball game at Kaplan Arena
barely qualifies as a rivalry game akin
to the Tobacco Road rivalry between
UNC and Duke. Up until a Jan. 5 loss
in Norfolk, the Monarchs had won
15 of their last 18 games against the
College.
However, with the match-up being
televised locally on WSKY-TV and
5,284 fans in attendance — the biggest
crowd to watch a basketball game at
Kaplan Arena in a decade — Saturday’s
night game certainly achieved the aura
of a rivalry.
For a program in the process of
rebuilding, it was a groundbreaking
night. Even though they lost, the Tribe
still managed to split the season series
with the Monarchs, who have earned
bids to the NCAA tournament two
of the last three years. The Tribe has
also become a relevant attraction on a
campus whose student athletic support
is known for being fickle.
It’s obvious that winning more
games has helped bolster student
attendance at Kaplan Arena. Through
nine men’s home games in 20062007, an average of 281 students
came out to cheer on the Tribe, who
finished the year with a respectable
.500 record. This season, 358 students
have attended home games on average,

despite a majority of those nine games
being played when classes were not
in session. Additionally, in each of
the three home games after winter
break this season, student attendance
has eclipsed last year’s record of 669
against Georgia State.
Increased fan support is also mirrored
at Tribe women’s games. A week ago,
the women’s team played nationallyranked ODU before 1,124 total fans
and 134 students at Kaplan Arena.
Considering the team only averaged
362 total fans and 70 students per home
game last season, it was a solid turnout.
What may be at the heart of the
increased student attendance figures
is the Sixth Man Rewards Program,
now in its second year. Last year, there
was a 58 percent jump in attendance
compared to two seasons ago before the
birth of the program, according to Ann
Ekberg, Assistant Director of Marketing
and Promotions.
This year, the program still allows
students to accrue points in hopes of
earning free Tribe gear, but instead of
tallying total games attended, home
games are assigned a point value
ranging from one to three.
Some students were upset that the
game over Thanksgiving break against
Houston Baptist was worth three
points.
“It’s unfair to weight break games
higher when you’re coming from outof-state and traveling. That was poor

Maral Noori-Moghaddam —the Flat hat

Students cheer on the Tribe at Saturday’s game against ODU at Kaplan Arena.

scheduling,” said senior Mike Peck, a
California native and last year’s Sixth
Man grand prize winner.
In the past two years, Peck believes
Sixth Man prizes and promotions have
lured some students who normally don’t
care about basketball to both men’s and
women’s home games.
“People are going to talk about the
team more as it wins more. It’s about
creating momentum. If our team
dropped off, it would be different, and
it would be hard for the basketball

program to recover,” he said. “The
Sixth Man program has just brought
even more people in the door …
People feel like they should go to
games.”
While Peck believes that support
for the men’s and women’s programs is
on the rise, Tribe pride is still lacking.
“You can’t deny we’ve made progress.
ODU was a groundbreaking night,” he
said. “For now, where we are in all of
Division I, we’re still in the lower half
of student support.”

Tribe falls to conference rival ODU 72-59
COMMENTARY from page 10

Alex haglund —THE FLAT HAT

Head Coach Tony Shaver gives instructions during Saturday’s ODU game.
GAME STORY from page 10

things happen. We are certainly
capable of shooting the ball better than
we did in the second half.”
Shaver
credited
ODU
for
the College’s poor second-half
performance, saying that ODU was
quick to the basketball defensively
and on the boards.
In spite of the poor shooting, the
College found the game level at 45
with over seven minutes gone in the
second half. Old Dominion rose to
the challenge and took control of the

court, scoring 12 of the game’s next 14
points and never letting the College get
within seven for the rest of the way.
Kisielius notched a career-high
26 points, but the game belonged
to Monarch center Gerald Lee who
recorded 15 points with five rebounds to
set the tone inside for Old Dominion.
The crowd of 5,284 was the most at
a home basketball game for the Tribe
since February 1998, in a win over the
University of Richmond.
The Tribe returns to the hardwood
tomorrow when they travel to James
Madison University.

went from trailing 45-42 to
leading 57-47 before senior guard
Nathan Mann’s only three-pointer
of the game stopped the Tribe’s
downward spiral.
ODU owned the College on the
boards, grabbing 43 rebounds, 18
of which came under their own
basket.
In the process of dominating
the glass and the paint, the
Monarchs took 11 more free
throws than the Tribe and hit
every single one. Even ODU’s
poorest free throw shooters got
in on the act. Sam Harris and
Frank Hassell came into the game
shooting 33.3 and 25 percent
respectively, but both swished
home a pair early in the first half,
setting the tone for a free throw
shooting clinic.
Shockingly enough, the
Monarchs devoted no pre-game
time to free throws.
“We didn’t even shoot free
throws today,” ODU’s freshman
guard Darius James said. “I guess
we weren’t just thinking about free
throws. It just came along.”
What James and his teammates
were thinking about was locking
down the Tribe on defense and
crashing the boards. Seven
Monarchs recorded three or

more rebounds and their collective
defensive effort in the second half
cooled the College’s shooters.
After senior forward Laimis
Kisielius erupted in the first half,
draining four three-pointers, ODU
threw a 1-3-1 zone at the Tribe
and extended the pressure, forcing
Kisielius and his running mates
farther from the basket.
The Monarchs were a step
quicker to the ball as they darted
into the passing lanes and skied for
rebounds. They netted 17 points
off Tribe turnovers, recorded 18
second-chance points and were more
aggressive at attacking the basket.
The result was a 72-59 road victory
and an end to the College’s six-game
winning streak.
For the Tribe, it’s clear that 24
total rebounds, 22 second-half points
and six free throw attempts will not
win many ballgames. That said,
the College didn’t roll over for the
Monarchs. They went toe-to-toe with
ODU for 40 minutes, but strayed
from the play that led to its six
consecutive victories.
With four of its next six CAA
games on the road, the Tribe will
face stiff tests at every turn, and more
aggressive rebounding and drives
to the basket will be crucial to the
College’s success.
E-mail Andrew Pike at aapike@
wm.edu.

College defeats Drexel 54-50,
moves to 3-4 in conference play
W. BASKETBALL from page 10

baskets to take the lead, 8-2. But the Tribe tightened up
their defense, going on an 8-0 run late and finishing the
half leading 18-17.
The team continued its push in the second half, going
up 30-20 with 11:30 remaining as Heath provided six
points in an 11-0 stretch. George Mason answered with
an impressive 21-4 run to take a 41-34 advantage. While
senior Kyra Kaylor tried to pull the team back with a
lay-up late in the game, the College could not overcome
the Patriots.
“It’s been an uphill battle for us,” Taylor said. “We

are trying to improve our chemistry and grow as a unit
and I think we can do that in the next two months.”
The College out-rebounded the Patriots by
a margin of 45-35 and held their opponents
to 32.6 percent shooting from the field.
Kaylor led the Tribe with 15 points, 10 rebounds
and four steals in her fifth double-double this
season. Heath contributed 12 points, while junior
guard Courtney Portell and Devin James had 3 steals
apiece.
The Tribe continues their season Thursday, hosting
the University of North Carolina-Wilmington at 7
p.m.
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Sophomore guard Kelly Heath.
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Men’s Basketball: Tribe 59, Old Dominion 72

‘Man handled’

women’s Tennis

15th-ranked Tribe holds
off Wake Forest, 4-2

Ranked no. 15 in the nation, the
College held off an upset-minded
no. 21 Wake Forest Saturday, defeating the Demon Deacons 4-2.
The Tribe took the opening doubles point, then went on to win
three of the five singles matches
for the win. Senior Megan Moulton-Levy, the 12th-ranked singles
player in the nation, defeated her
sixth ranked opponent of the year
as she moved to 10-3 on the season, while 55th-ranked sophomore
Ragini Acharya clinched the victory with her 15th win. The squad
will resume their spring campaign
tomorrow when they travel to face
no. 39 University of Virginia.
Men’s Tennis

Tribe crushes Longwood
after losing to Wake

The Tribe fell to no. 15 Wake
Forest 5-2 Saturday, before rebounding in the nightcap to defeat
Longwood 6-1 at the McCormackNagelsen Tennis Center. Junior
Dominic Pagon upset his 91stranked opponent in the opener,
after the College swept all three
doubles matches to take an early
lead. Yet the Demon Deacons rallied to win the remaining five singles matches to secure the victory.
In the evening against Longwood,
the squad again took the doubles
point, winning the top two matches, but this time held on to win five
of the six singles points to salvage
a split on the day.
Women’s swimming

College’s five-meet win
streak snapped by Spiders

The Tribe’s five-meet winning
streak halted in Richmond Sunday,
as they fell to the Spiders 154-140.
Sophomore Katie Radloff won
both the 50-free and the 100-free
to secure her 20th and 21st victories of the past two years, as she
became only the second College
swimmer since 1980 to win more
than 20 events over that span. Additionally, senior captain Meredith
David won the 100-back to push
her career win total to 43, good
enough to move alone into seventh
place in school history. The squad
also swept the diving portion of
the match as freshman Jean Rodini
won the 1-meter program for her
first collegiate victory.
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Junior forward Peter Stein goes in for a lay-up in Saturday’s 72-59 loss to Old Dominion University. The Tribe held a slim lead at halftime, but the Monarchs took control in the second.

Game Story

Monarchs dominate College on the boards
By Chris Weidman
Flat Hat Staff Writer

Riding a season-long six-game
winning streak, the Tribe (10-9, 6-3
CAA) succumbed to the aggressive Old
Dominion University Monarchs 72-59
in front a decade-high crowd of 5,284 at
Kaplan Arena Saturday night.
The Monarchs (10-11, 5-4) surged in
the second half, turning an eight-point
first-half deficit into a 13-point victory,
largely due to their prowess on the
backboards, as they nearly doubled the
Tribe’s rebounding total.

A tale of two Tribes

First half stats

Points — 37
FG % — 53.8
3-pt % — 46.7
Points — 22
FG % — 29.6
3-pt % — 21.4

Scoreboard
women’s gymnastics
1/27 @ West Virginia — 4th place,
187.425

Schedule
Wed., Jan. 30
woMen’s Tennis
@ Virginia — 4 p.m.
men’s basketball
@ James Madison — 7 p.m.

Thurs., Jan. 31
Men’s Tennis
@ Brown — 3:30 p.m.
women’s Basketball
UNC WILMINGTON — 7 p.m.

Fri., Feb. 1
Track and Field
Texas Roadhouse Classic —
Chapel Hill, N.C.

forward and reigning CAA Player of the
Week Laimis Kisielius bulleted a pass
into the paint to sophomore guard David
Schneider, who finished the play with a
lay-up, bringing the College’s lead to 3224, its biggest of the night.
ODU finished the half on a 12-5 run that
was capped off by a clutch three-pointer
by Brian Henderson with four seconds
remaining to tighten the score to 37-36 at
the break. Kisielius paced the Tribe in the
first half, hitting 4 of 6 from behind the arc
to register 16 points.
The Tribe took 11 fewer shots than the
Monarchs in the opening half and shot 54

Photo by Maral Noori-Moghaddam —
The Flat Hat

percent to the Monarchs’ 35 percent from
the floor. ODU’s man-to-man defense
allowed the Tribe to set picks and take
open looks behind swift ball movement
and hot shooting.
To start the second half, ODU switched
to a 1-3-1 zone, causing the Tribe to force
some shots while missing other open
looks. The Tribe made an abysmal 30
percent of their second half shots to finish
the game shooting 41.5 percent.
“We missed a lot of good shots,” Shaver
said. “We tried to make too many quick
See GAME STORY page 9

Commentary

Tribe strays from winning formula
Andrew Pike
Flat Hat Assoc. Sports Editor

Second half stats

—By Matt Poms

Men’s gymnastics
1/26 @ Navy Open — 2nd place,
321.40

“That was the ball game,” Head Coach
Tony Shaver said. “It is what we felt
would be the key to the game … We got
man handled inside tonight.”
From the opening tip it was clear that
the Monarchs were the more dominant
rebounding team. ODU out-rebounded
the Tribe 22-14 in the opening frame,
grabbing 14 offensive rebounds. Despite
the inability to protect the glass, the
College found itself up 30-24 with 4:26
left in the first half after a steal and a fast
break lay-in by sophomore forward Danny
Sumner.
On the Tribe’s next possession, senior

Winners of six straight and playing conference
rival ODU in front of the largest Kaplan Arena
crowd since 1998, the Tribe had plenty to play for
Saturday night. And for the first 27-odd minutes of
the game, the College executed well offensively,

knocking down three-pointers, protecting the ball
and giving the crowd of 5,284 plenty of reasons to
cheer.
Ultimately, a nearly nine-minute, second-half
stretch without a field goal doomed the Tribe. But
what fed the scoring drought was poor rebounding
at both ends of the court.
During the scoreless span, the Monarchs
outrebounded the College 10 to five — a slightly
higher ratio than the final statistics display — and

See COMMENTARY page 9

Women’s Basketball: Tribe 54, Drexel 50

Tribe fends off Dragons after loss to GMU
Kaylor scores 16, grabs 8 boards in CAA victory
By Jack Pollock
Flat Hat Staff Writer
The Tribe battled in a couple
of hard-fought contests during its
last two games, taking down the
Drexel University Dragons 5450 Sunday after falling to George
Mason University 47-42 last
Thursday. The two contests bring
the College to 9-10 (3-4 CAA) on
the season.
The Drexel game was a backand-forth affair early, with the
Dragons taking their only lead of
the game at 9-8 with 15:18 left
on the clock. The Tribe replied
with an 8-1 run after Kaylor hit
two jump shots. The College kept
up the intensity, capitalizing on

several turnovers to take a 27-18
lead into the half.
At the break, the College boasted
a 45.5 percent shooting percentage
from the field, versus Drexel’s 27.3
percent.
The Dragons started the second
half strong, narrowing the gap to
34-28. They continued to cut into
the College’s lead after a couple
of important stops, pulling within
three with 9:04 left. The Tribe
managed to hold Drexel off after
Kaylor converted a three-point
play, going up 49-43 with 2:42 on
the clock.
Drexel soon pulled within
one, trailing 49-48 late. However,
the Tribe hit several free throws,
going 83.3 percent from the line

and picking up another win on the
road.
“We are starting to play really
well as a team and are beginning
to roll a little bit,” Taylor said.
Kaylor had another big game,
recording 16 points and eight
rebounds. The senior also set the
CAA’s record for career free throws
with 479.
Senior forward Devin James
and sophomore guard Kelly
Heath delivered 12 and 10 points,
respectively.
The Tribe narrowly lost 47-42
in a hard-fought game at George
Mason. The Patriots got off to a
hot start, rattling off four straight
See W. BASKETBALL page 9
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Senior forward Kyra Kaylor scored 16 points against Drexel.

